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Prosecution vs. DefenseHusband vs. WifeLife or DeathIn his New York Times runaway bestseller

The Tenth Justice, Brad Meltzer asked the insidious question: How much can you really trust your

friends? Now he ups the tension, and the ante, in a new legal thriller that poses the most chilling

dilemma of all... Sara Tate, Manhattan district attorney, has grabbed a case that could make her

career. She's smart, tough, and sure to get a conviction...until Jared, her husband and a powerful

defense attorney, is hired by the other side. But Sara doesn't know Jared has been warned to get

his client off or she will be killed. Hiding desperate motives, the couple begins a vicious battle in

court and at home. For Sara has a terrible secret too...and both soon face an unthinkable truth: No

matter who wins, the other may die. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.
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Brad is up to his usual best. Every book Brad writes is better than the last. Just when you think you

know where he is going with the plot he switches gears and adds a new twist. As usual his research

is flawless this story will be impossible to put down. Perfect for a long plane ride. Good job Brad, I

can't wait for your next one.

Characters seemed a bit over dramatic at times, but it did have realistic interaction. Lots of

suspense and plot twists kept the pace going and the readers turning the pages.



Yes, I enjoyed that read. With Meltzer's writing, one tends to identify with almost all the individuals

depicted, from the villains to the stars, from the once mentioned pedestrian to the President. The

hours of leg work and study that Metzer invests before he gives us the final product are quite

outstanding. I'm looking forward to his latest book, which - I understand - was released this month.

Keep them coming.

Ridiculous! If you write a legal thriller, you might want to know the basics of our legal system. I am

not a lawyer, yet I know more than the main character who supposedly has practiced law for 6

years!

I've read a number of this author's stories, and this is definitely the darkest so far. A married couple

is manipulated to the point that they separate. Good people get killed. It's not a fun book to read.

Engaging, perhaps, but not what I'd call enjoyable.

This was his second book. His character development is quite good . I read his books in order and I

think this, being his second book was far better than his first.I would recommend Meltzer books as

good reads and look forward to reading more of his works.

This was a good story, but you do have to suspend reality a bit to enjoy the plot line. Being in law

enforcement I was a bit too critical of the stretches. That being said, I did enjoy the read. The story

does a great job of keeping the reader entertained and considering the possibilities if you two were

faced with the same circumstances. I believe, that was probably the best part of this book, was

placing yourself in the shoes of the lead characters and considering what would you do if you are

facing the same life-changing event?

A story starting out with a young married couple starting their careers as lawyers. But as luck would

have it they become adversaries on the same case. A coincidence? A page turner that keeps you

trying to guess the next step, and each time you cannot predict what the unfolding plot reveals.

Enjoy!
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